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Carolina Maria de Jesus presents a paradox that even
the most casual readers immediately fix upon. Students
with only the barest knowledge of Brazilian society find
it fascinating, inexplicable, and incredible that a poor,
black, uneducated slum dweller who scavenged scrap
metal and newspapers every day in a desperate attempt
to feed her young family could sit in her miserable room
at night and write in her diary, “The sky was the color
of indigo, and I understood that I adore my Brazil. My
glance went over to the trees … the leaves moved by
themselves. I thought: they are applauding my gesture
of love for my country.”

eign journalists and media people interviewed her; she
chatted with mayors and governors, and was invited to
the parties and social events of the rich and famous.

Carolina never changed. The outspokenness, the direct and confrontational style that served her so well in
the favela, quickly alienated Brazilians who expected her
to be polite, humble, and introspective. Most reviews of
her book focused on her personality, her dress, her writing style, but almost nothing about the content of the
book itself. The harsh reality that Carolina exposed, the
racism, the sexism, the brutality of everyday life for favelados, all of this was dismissed as essentially local color,
Untangling this paradox is the task that Robert M. unimportant for Brazil.
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When Carolina died in 1977, her obituaries were
But what of Carolina herself? What did the book
mostly
unsympathetic, pointing out that she lived out the
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Dantas discovers her and her diaries, and publishes her aged to better herself and the lives of her children. She
left a legacy of writing that asks important questions of
writing, first in a daily newspaper and then as a book.
Carolina traveled to Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile; for- a society that is often blind to its own shortcomings.
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I used this book in conjunction with Child of the Dark
in a summer teaching project for high school teachers
and found it to be a powerful combination that helped
explain Brazilian reality with greater clarity. This may
be the greatest contribution of The Life and Death of Carolina Maria de Jesus, for which the authors can be justly

proud.
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